
How to be there for every 
financial milestone
In this webinar, Scott Hirsch, product marketing lead at Blend, 
discusses the results of Forrester Consulting’s research on 
milestone-based lending, analyzing FI’s current ability to deliver 
personalized experiences for consumers.

Overview
● FIs have a clear opportunity to improve digital applications

● The digital application experience is more important than ever 

● Closing the gap with milestone-based lending

● Pillars for success: Be there when it matters

● How to develop milestone-based lending capabilities

“Milestone-based lending is more than ‘marketing to life events,’ it’s 
about building digital agility in lending. ”

Scott Hirsch
Product Marketing Lead, Blend

Consumer expectations are rising while their loyalty fades. Explore how 
lenders can remedy low application conversion rates and be there for 
every big moment with milestone-based lending.

1. A clear opportunity to improve digital applications

Hirsch cited data indicating that less than a quarter of digital loan 
applications started on lenders’ websites or mobile apps are 
completed. Many applications require too much data entry, have too 
many steps, and don’t deliver results right away. He hypothesized that 
the reason for this conversion gap is that lenders lack the full 
capabilities to help prospects and customers meet their needs and 
achieve their goals with minimal friction.
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2. Why the digital application experience is more important 
than ever

As new competitors have entered the market over the last handful of 
years, including neobanks and fintechs, consumers’ ideas of what a 
digital experience should be have changed. To accommodate a 
disparity in functionality across providers, consumers are choosing a 
smattering of different financial products from a variety of financial 
institutions. Loyalty is fleeting. Hirsch remarked that consumers will 
reward an institution that:

● Anticipates their needs and provides a personalized offer

● Removes all friction from the application process

● Provides the gratification of a near-instant decision 

3. Closing the gap with milestone-based lending

Milestone-based lending entails lenders combining the context of a 
customer’s life financial milestones with their financial profile to 
deliver a specific offer in real time. Blend partnered with Forrester to 
survey 2,026 banking customers and 168 financial institutions, and 
we found strong correlation between milestone-based lending 
capabilities and business results.

Institutions with milestone-based lending capabilities were more likely 
to say they were achieving both their revenue and loyalty goals than 
those who did not have these capabilities.

4. Pillars for success: Be there when it matters

Hirsch recommended a three-pillar approach to developing a 
successful milestone-based lending program:

Personalization: Make loan recommendations to  pre-qualified  
borrowers in real time based on individual financial profiles. Perform 
dynamic segmentation and deliver personalized experiences across 
channels.

Cross-product decisioning: Instantly deliver a qualified lending 
decision across product lines for qualified customers. Bring in 
relevant data and manage decisioning tools and legacy systems 
integrations.



About Blend Blend helps lenders maximize their digital agility. We streamline the journey from 
application to close for any banking product across every channel. Our Digital Lending 
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Product configuration and CX: Develop seamless self-service 
application experiences that pre-fill known customer data, are 
configured for all channels, and utilize best practices for conversion. 
Get to market in months rather than years.

5. How to achieve milestone-based lending capabilities

Hirsch recommended a three-step process to develop your 
milestone-based lending program.

● Start with systems integration, tying together data and 
systems to bring insight and execution together seamlessly.

● With the foundation set and key systems integrations in place, 
you can turn your focus to optimizing front-end capabilities 
that speed decisioning, enabling self-service, and reducing 
friction in the customer journey. 

● Now that you have created the connections between systems 
and data and established the processes and tools required for 
delivering improved customer experiences, it’s time to 
supercharge these capabilities by implementing the 
insights-driven lending we discussed in the three pillars.


